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Across numerous recent exhibitions, including House of Meme, currently at the
Kunsthaus Bregenz, Pamela Rosenkranz has created a series of site-specific
installations with her Alien Blue Windows based on RGB Blue. While her previous work
explored the physical, biological and cultural dimension of the color blue, linking the
blue of the primordial ocean, which shaped the evolution of our perception, to the skies
that dominate our religious imagery, this new series intensifies the sheer infinity of
associations that the color generates. Consisting of a backlit imageless screen that
corresponds in proportions to GAMeC, Bergamo’s original monastery windows—
where the series was first shown—this Alien Blue Window produces an immersive
environment that simultaneously invokes the artificiality of blue, which permeates our
screens and washes over the internet, and in turn generates a spiritual and sensual
experience that transcends the physical quality of the color.

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
Alien Blue Window (Xenesz, Via San Tomaso 53), 2017
Lighttex, blue LEDs, anodized frame, remote control, USB
dongle
62 1/4 x 54 3/8 x 4 inches (158 x 138 x 10 cm)
INQUIRE
[PR1253.17]

Across numerous recent exhibitions, including House of Meme, currently at the
Kunsthaus Bregenz, Pamela Rosenkranz has created a series of site-specific
installations with her Alien Blue Windows based on RGB Blue. While her previous work
explored the physical, biological and cultural dimension of the color blue, linking the
blue of the primordial ocean, which shaped the evolution of our perception, to the skies
that dominate our religious imagery, this new series intensifies the sheer infinity of
associations that the color generates. Consisting of a backlit imageless screen that
corresponds in proportions to GAMeC, Bergamo’s original monastery windows—
where the series was first shown—this Alien Blue Window produces an immersive
environment that simultaneously invokes the artificiality of blue, which permeates our
screens and washes over the internet, and in turn generates a spiritual and sensual
experience that transcends the physical quality of the color.

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Magic Mountain (Le Buisson, 2020), 2020
Mixed media, fabric, gesso, mushroom spores, shellac
23 5/8 x 39 3/8 x 27 1/2 inches (60 x 100 x 70 cm)
[JM1823.20]

INQUIRE

Magic Mountain (Le Buisson, 2020), 2020 [side]

Magic Mountain (Le Buisson, 2020), 2020 [side]

Magic Mountain belongs to a group of objects that begin with the shaping of an
aleatory form. In this work, Moulène lays on the surface of the sculpture seasonal mushroom
caps he collects in the woods near his house and studio in the Lower Normandy region of
France. Overnight the mushrooms secrete spores that mark the receptive skin of the object. The
next day, the artist removes the caps and fixes the various traces left by the organic material.
Playfully enacting a “zero waste” studio policy, the shape of Magic Mountain is derived from a
mound of compiled studio refuse overlaid with a piece of tightly stretched fabric. Resembling
pupils, the spored imprints continue Moulène’s fascination with dilatory forms and relate to a
recent series of sculptures covered in eyes. All-seeing, and literally looking back at the viewer
from multiple perspectives, these works project a total sensation of viewing, capturing
surrounding objects and spectators alike in their gaze. In this way, they point to Moulène’s
longstanding use of talismans, recalling traditional amulets used to ward off the evil eye, the
eye-idol figurines of ancient Mesopotamia, and even the surveilling guard of Argos, a Greek
mythological monster with 100 eyes, ultimately metamorphosed into the ornately feathered tail
of a peacock. This kind of mutable, irreducible, and all-encompassing nature is at the core of
Moulène’s interest in the dilatory. As the famous semiotician Roland Barthes wrote: “the
essence of the dilatory is its desire to be infinite.”

BLAKE RAYNE
Shoreline of Urban Space, 2021
Acrylic on linen
84 x 60 inches (213.4 x 152.4 cm)
[BR1542.21]

INQUIRE

Shoreline of Urban Space, 2021 [side]

This new painting by Blake Rayne is constituted by patchworked or quilted strips
of previously painted canvas. The distinct modes of painting recorded and gathered
together act as mnemonics for different rates of time and forms of labor. Composed in
relation to an establishing shot in film, the quilting process is also an act of editing and
sequencing aimed at generating a kind of scene through which the various productive
efforts accumulated in an artwork can be read. As though a still moment isolated from
a larger spectrum of time, the painting’s subtle sloping wave imbues it with a sense of
innate flux.

Shoreline of Urban Space, 2021 [detail]

LIZ DESCHENES
Stereograph #39-42, 2019
Silver toned photograms mounted on Dibond
Four parts
Each: 84 x 7 x 4 7/8 inches
(213.4 x 17.8 x 12.4 cm)
Overall dimensions variable
[LD1457.19]

INQUIRE

Deschenes’ Stereographs are sculptural objects produced by two narrow
photograms conjoined in angular forms. Visually alluding to the bellows of a large-format
camera, these works act as architectural interventions, reframing the spatial conditions
in which they are installed. Drawing on stereoscopy—an outmoded image production
technique the places two nearly identical pictures at equal distance from the eye, mixing
mechanical and natural seeing to create the illusion of three-dimensionality—the
Stereographs translate the planar nature of a photograph into the relational experience
of a sculptural work.

LIZ DESCHENES
Stereograph #33, 2019
Silver toned photograms mounted on Dibond
84 x 7 x 4 7/8 inches (213.4 x 17.8 x 12.4 cm)
[LD1450.19]

INQUIRE

Stereograph #33, 2019 [side]

Stereograph #33, 2019 [detail]

R.H. QUAYTMAN
Judgment, 2017
Oil, gesso on wood
12 3/8 x 20 inches (31.4 x 50.8 cm)
[RQ2119.17]

INQUIRE

This painting from the artist’s personal collection was made while working on An
Evening, Chapter 32. The image is a fully painted spectral reproduction of Raimondi’s
well-known engraving, The Judgement of Paris (c. 1510-20). Raimondi was famous for copying and
selling etchings of images by his contemporaries, such as Raphael and Dürer. Quaytman first
appropriated The Judgment in I Modi, Chapter 22, organized around the question of the
counterfeited image. Returning to the image in An Evening, Chapter 32, Quaytman superimposed
The Judgement of Paris over two paintings by the Flemish artist Otto Van Veen, which served as
a point of departure for the chapter. The overlays of Raimondi and Van Veen generated a kind
of visual expanse that Quaytman painted into as a way of considering what is produced and
experienced when one picture is exposed to another. Woad indigo, the color used throughout, is
an ancient natural dye that features prominently in Morning, Chapter 30 and +x, Chapter 34.

Judgment, 2017 [side]

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018
Mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane wrappers
on wood backed acrylic shelf, latex paint
31 units, each approx.: 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches (6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm)
Overall dimensions: 26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm)
[YA1345.18]

INQUIRE

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018 [detail]

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018 [detail]

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018 [detail]

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018 [detail]

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018 [side]

YUJI AGEMATSU
Notebook 3, 2003
Ink on paper, 6 drawings
4 1/8 x 3 inches (10.5 x 7.6 cm) each
overall dimensions: 14 1/2 x 17 1/4 inches (36.8 x 43.8 cm)
[YA1263.03]

INQUIRE

In 2003, due to a tenancy dispute in his midtown apartment building, Agematsu was
awarded a year of rent free, thus providing him with an unprecedented amount of time to
commit to his artistic practice. In-between his daily walks collecting materials, Agematsu
produced a series of freeform notebook drawings as a way of documenting the phenomenal
impression of his explorations throughout the city. The result is a unique mode of psychic
mapmaking otherwise unrepeated within the larger serial nature of his output.

YUJI AGEMATSU
Step number drawing, 2003
Ink on paper
12 1/4 x 9 5/8 inches (31.1 x 24.4 cm)
Framed dimensions: 13 3/8 x 10 3/4 inches (34 x 27.3 cm)
[YA1357.03]

INQUIRE

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL
Warped Relief (Cobalt/Prussian), 2020
Acrylic and pigment on folded metal sheet mounted on Dibond
47 1/4 x 63 inches (120 x 160 cm)
[FP1314.20]

INQUIRE

This new large-scale, folded metal sheet relief is an advancement of Florian Pumhösl’s
work with this material. He furthers his interest in abstract structures, which now bring
to mind containers rather than graphic composition. The exquisite cobalt blue pigment
mixed by the artist can be seen as invoking a seascape crossed by field lines, such as the
geographic formations of a coast. This aesthetic vocabulary marks a formal engagement
with the nature of boundaries through the core interaction of the line and the basin.

Warped Relief (Cobalt/Prussian), 2020 [detail]

ALEX CARVER
“I like to think / (it has to be!) / of a cybernetic ecology / where we are free of
our labors / and joined back to nature, / returned to our mammal / brothers and
sisters, / and all watched over / by machines of loving grace.”, 2021
Oil on linen; 54 3/8 x 75 inches (138.1 x 190.5 cm)
[AC2042.21]

INQUIRE

“I like to think...” is a densely textured new painting overlaying different forms of image
production, which seem to oscillate, phasing and emerging at the direction of the eye and
generating the sensation of one realm of information becoming visible only by way of
another. With this latest series, Carver develops the different layers with an interest in how
painting procedures might mimic surgical grafting, which melds tissue from one part of
the body with another. Mixing photographic image transfer, machine stenciled screens,
frottage and brush work, a lush and elusive world of imagery develops, combining scientific
precision with the fantastical. Recurrent images of plant material take on a special
relevance here, as advanced biomedical grafting techniques have begun using plant fibers as
the skeletal structure for transplanting and growing new tissue. From beneath the dense
layers, fragments of negative images seep up from the gesso ground—in this case, patterned
filigree and botanical designs, as though of a fabric gathering and binding the painting’s
diverse materials.

“I like to think...”, 2021 [side]

In this subtle and intriguing small painting, Lok plays with the sense of painterly surface and
continues her engagement with the nature of linguistic signs. Seemingly slipped between
paint and canvas—tucked under a lush, ambient color field—is a series of morphemes, the
smallest units of language that combine to generate words. Given the illusionistic effect
of mass, the morphemes seem to lift the paint from the bottom up, while at the same time
rays of reflected light counter by affirming the painting’s flatness. Further details include
a tromp l’oeil cut, the disruption of the surface by illusionistic smears of the artist’s hand,
and—a nod to the work’s abundance of visual tricks—a pair of nearly unnoticeable Cheshire
Cat-like raised eyebrows painted in CMYK, the four-color system used for printing images.

DANA LOK
Magic Skin II, 2019
Oil on canvas
18 x 16 inches (45.7 x 40.6 cm)
[DL1011.19]

INQUIRE

DANA LOK
Trapdoor and Staircase, 2020
Pastel on paper
15 3/4 x 21 1/2 inches (40 x 54.6 cm)
Framed: 19 1/2 x 24 3/8 x 1 1/2 inches (49.5 x 61.9 x 3.8 cm)
[DL1045.20]

INQUIRE

An exercise in giving form to death and decomposition, Nour Mobarak’s Sphere Studies
are made with saprophytic mycelia, a kind of fungi that thrives on dead and toxic matter.
She fed the works with wood pellets and other materials to cultivate the growth of organic
networks. Mushrooms, their fruiting bodies, wreath the surfaces of the Sphere Studies.
Mobarak is drawn to this lifeform for its resilience and pervasive qualities of creation
and decreation: for instance, fungi being the first organism to appear after the Chernobyl
disaster, or its role in the BP oil clean-up.

NOUR MOBARAK

Sphere Study 6 (Old Money), 2020
Trametes versicolor, wood
11 1/4 x 12 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches (28.6 x 31.8 x 31.8 cm)
[NM1007.20]

INQUIRE

Sphere Study 6 (Old Money), 2020 [detail]

Sphere Study 6 (Old Money), 2020 [side]

SAM LEWITT
Flexible Control (Real Fine MDLage Lineament), 2013
Etching on copper-clad pastlic, steel brackets
50 x 15 x 2 inches (127 x 38.1 x 5.1 cm)
[SL1103.13]

INQUIRE

EILEEN QUINLAN
Gang Beast, 2018
Digital chromogenic print mounted on Dibond
60 x 48 inches (152.4 x 121.9 cm)
Edition of 3 + 2 APs
[EQ1702.18]

INQUIRE

EILEEN QUINLAN
Little Inferno, 2015
Digital chromogenic print mounted on Dibond
60 x 48 inches (152.4 x 121.9 cm)
Edition of 3 + 2 APs
[EQ1592.15]

INQUIRE

The scanner works are made by sliding materials – mostly elements from the photo studio,
such as gels, mirrors, screens, plexiglass, fabric, and other flotsam – across a flatbed during
the scanning process. They reflect an open-ended activity that resides in a zone of play and
pushing up against the hard limits of a rigid system. The desktop scanner can only “see” a
short distance before falling into blackness. It has a rigid logic of recording, slowly, from
top to bottom. It’s a struggle to split the difference between too much movement (the dread
cheese of “glitch” art) and not enough (a mute, brutally forensic recording of static scuffed
objects). It is a largely accidental process where some composition takes place as little hacks
and effects are gradually understood and mobilized with intent. These works – titled after
the games our son plays or other references to digital culture – stand for the screen world I
face with a mixture of wonder and horror. The scanner has become another camera to me.
Each piece is part of a greater ponderous whole, ever in a process of forming and deforming.
— Eileen Quinlan

RAHA RAISSNIA
Hypogynous, 2021
Oil, gouache, acrylic medium and gesso on canvas
40 x 60 inches (101.6 x 152.4 cm)
[RR1346.21]

INQUIRE

Hypogynous, 2021 [side]

In Raha Raissnia’s new series of multi-layered works with color, she combines technological and organic
images to achieve images imbued with harmony and wonder. Hypogynous is developed from a multi-layered
and multimedia process that begins with the artist superimposing scanned segments of her own drawings.
These initial compositions were then printed and transferred to the painting’s gesso layer, resulting in an array
of misregistrations. As such, the digitally produced images are only residually present in the actual painting,
which is a kind of material expansion and reinvention of the decayed digital elements. The work’s color is
produced with a traditional grisaille method in which oil colors are applied in translucent glazes over
a black and white underpainting. Similar to how light lifts an image from celluloid in her film work,
color here mixes with light and is meticulously brought out from within the painting, one layer at a time.

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Composite Fifth 3, 2020
Ceramic and glitter
9 1/2 x 7 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches (24.1 x 18.7 x 14 cm)
[RG1282.20]

INQUIRE

Goldberg’s sculptural work points to limits and boundaries while simultaneously
seeking their dissolution, whether it be that between the ancient and the contemporary,
the human and the animal, or the mythological and the real. Her distinct series of masks
are formed from tangled coils of fired clay imprinted with synthetic snakeskin. Goldberg
explores the porous boundary between the viewer and the object, uneasily balancing the
benevolent gaze of the Virgin Mary with the petrifying effect of the Medusa. With these
hybridized objects, she blends and calls to question received iconographies of the female
subject.

Composite Fifth 3, 2020 [side]

TISHAN HSU
study - REM + Panels, 1986
Graphite on paper
11 x 14 inches (27.9 x 35.6 cm)
[TH1182.86]

INQUIRE

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE

Alien Blue Window (Xenesz, Via San
Tomaso 53), 2017
Lighttex, blue LEDs, anodized frame,
remote control, USB dongle
62 1/4 x 54 3/8 x 4 inches
(158 x 138 x 10 cm)
[PR1253.17]

Note:
Across numerous recent exhibitions, including House of Meme,
currently at the Kunsthaus Bregenz, Pamela Rosenkranz has created a
series of site-specific installations with her Alien Blue Windows based
on RGB Blue. While her previous work explored the physical,
biological and cultural dimension of the color blue, linking the blue of
the primordial ocean, which shaped the evolution of our perception,
to the skies that dominate our religious imagery, this new series
intensifies the sheer infinity of associations that the color generates.
Consisting of a backlit imageless screen that corresponds in
proportions to GAMeC, Bergamo's original monastery windows—
where the series was first shown—this Alien Blue Window produces an
immersive environment that simultaneously invokes the artificiality of
blue, which permeates our screens and washes over the internet, and
in turn generates a spiritual and sensual experience that transcends the
physical quality of the color.

Magic Mountain (Le Buisson, 2020), 2020
Mixed media, fabric, gesso, mushroom
spores, shellac
23 5/8 x 39 3/8 x 27 1/2 inches
(60 x 100 x 70 cm)
[JM1823.20]

Note:
Magic Mountain belongs to a group of objects that begin with the
shaping of an aleatory form. In this work, Moulène lays on the surface
of the sculpture seasonal mushroom caps he collects in the woods near
his house and studio in the Lower Normandy region of France.
Overnight the mushrooms secrete spores that mark the receptive skin
of the object. The next day, the artist removes the caps and fixes the
various traces left by the organic material.
Playfully enacting a “zero waste" studio policy, the shape of Magic
Mountain is derived from a mound of compiled studio refuse overlaid
with fabric. Resembling pupils, the spored imprints continue
Moulène's fascination with dilatory forms and relate to a recent series
of sculptures covered in eyes. All-seeing, these works project a total
sensation of viewing, capturing surrounding objects and spectators
alike in their gaze. In this way, they relate to Moulène's longstanding
use of talismans, recalling traditional amulets used to ward off the evil
eye, the eye-idol figurines of ancient Mesopotamia, and even the
surveilling guard of Argos, a Greek mythological monster with 100
eyes, ultimately metamorphosed into the ornately feathered tail of a

peacock. This kind of mutable, irreducible, and all-encompassing
nature is at the core of Moulène's interest in the dilatory. As the
famous semiotician Roland Barthes wrote: "the essence of the dilatory
is its desire to be infinite."

BLAKE RAYNE

LIZ DESCHENES

, 2021
Acrylic on linen
84 x 60 inches (213.4 x 152.4 cm)
[BR1542.21]

Note:
With this latest painting, Rayne advances and alters the construction
method developed in his recent Dog Ears series. Where the former
series foregrounded a folded process, this new work is constituted by
patchworked or quilted strips of previously painted canvas. The
distinct modes of painting recorded and gathered together act as
mnemonics for different rates of time and forms of labor. Composed
in relation to an establishing shot in film, the quilting process is also
an act of editing and sequencing aimed at generating a kind of scene
through which the various productive efforts accumulated in an
artwork can be read. As though a still moment isolated from a larger
spectrum of time, the painting's subtle sloping wave imbues it with a
sense of innate flux.

Stereograph #39 - 42, 2019
Silver toned photograms mounted on
Dibond
Four parts
Each: 84 x 7 x 4 7/8 inches
(213.4 x 17.8 x 12.4 cm)
Overall dimensions variable
[LD1457.19]

Note:
Deschenes' Stereographs are sculptural objects produced by two narrow
photograms conjoined in angular forms. Visually alluding to the
bellows of a large-format camera, these works act as architectural
interventions, reframing the spatial conditions in which they are
installed. Drawing on stereoscopy—an outmoded image production
technique the places two nearly identical pictures at equal distance
from the eye, mixing mechanical and natural seeing to create the
illusion of three-dimensionality—the Stereographs translate the planar
nature of a photograph into the relational experience of a sculptural
work.

Stereograph #33, 2019
Silver toned photogram mounted on
Dibond
84 x 7 x 4 7/8 inches
(213.4 x 17.8 x 12.4 cm)
[LD1450.19]

R. H. QUAYTMAN

Judgment, 2017
Oil, gesso on wood
12 3/8 x 20 inches (31.4 x 50.8 cm)
[RQ2119.17]

Note:
This painting from the artist’s personal collection was made
while working on An Evening, Chapter 32. The image is a fully
painted spectral reproduction of Raimondi’s well-known engraving,
The Judgement of Paris (c. 1510-20). Raimondi was famous for copying
and selling etchings of images by his contemporaries, such as
Raphael and Dürer. Quaytman first appropriated The Judgment in
I Modi, Chapter 22, organized around the question of the
counterfeited image. Returning to the image in An Evening,
Chapter 32, Quaytman superimposed The Judgement of Paris over two
paintings by the Flemish artist Otto Van Veen, which served as a
point of departure for the chapter. The overlays of Raimondi and
Van Veen generated a kind of visual expanse that Quaytman painted
into as a way of considering what is produced and experienced
when one picture is exposed to another. Woad indigo, the color
used throughout, is an ancient natural dye that features
prominently in Morning, Chapter 30 and +x, Chapter 34.

YUJI AGEMATSU

zip: 10.01.18 . . . 10.31.18, 2018
Mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane
wrappers on wood backed acrylic shelf,
latex paint
31 units, each approx.:
2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches (6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm)
overall dimensions:
26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches
(67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm)
[YA1345.18]

Note:
One of the distinguishing features of the singular art that Agematsu
has been creating in New York for over 30 years is that within his work
the distance separating the activity of collecting things abandoned in
the urban landscape from that of making art has collapsed once and
for all. What brings the two together, what makes one equal to the
other, if you will, is the primacy of focused and sustained observation.

Notebook 3, 2003
Ink on paper, 6 drawings
4 1/8 x 3 inches (10.5 x 7.6 cm) each
overall dimensions: 14 1/2 x 17 1/4 inches
(36.8 x 43.8 cm)
[YA1263.03]

Note:
In 2003, due to a tenancy dispute in his midtown apartment building,
Agematsu was awarded a year of rent free, thus providing him with an
unprecedented amount of time to commit to his artistic practice. Inbetween his daily walks collecting materials, Agematsu produced a
series of freeform notebook drawings as a way of documenting the
phenomenal impression of his explorations throughout the city. The
result is a unique mode of psychic mapmaking otherwise unrepeated
within the larger serial nature of his output.

Step number drawing, 2003
Ink on paper
12 1/4 x 9 5/8 inches (31.1 x 24.4 cm)
Framed dimensions: 13 3/8 x 10 3/4 inches
(34 x 27.3 cm)
[YA1357.03]

DANA LOK

Magic Skin II, 2019
Oil on canvas
18 x 16 inches (45.7 x 40.6 cm)
[DL1011.19]

Note:
In this subtle and intriguing small painting, Lok plays with the sense
of painterly surface and continues her engagement with the nature of
linguistic signs. Seemingly slipped between paint and canvas—tucked
under a lush, ambient color field—is a series of morphemes, the
smallest units of language that combine to generate words. Given the
illusionistic effect of mass, the morphemes seem to lift the paint from
the bottom up, while at the same time rays of reflected light counter by
affirming the painting's flatness. Further details include a tromp l'oeil
cut, the disruption of the surface by illusionistic smears of the artist's
hand, and—a nod to the work's abundance of visual tricks—a pair of
nearly unnoticeable Cheshire Cat-like raised eyebrows painted in
CMYK, the four-color system used for printing images.

Trapdoor and Staircase, 2020
Pastel on paper
15 3/4 x 21 1/2 inches (40 x 54.6 cm)
Framed: 19 1/2 x 24 3/8 x 1 1/2 inches
(49.5 x 61.9 x 3.8 cm)
[DL1045.20]

NOUR MOBARAK

Sphere Study 6 (Old Money), 2020
Trametes versicolor, wood
11 1/4 x 12 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
(28.6 x 31.8 x 31.8 cm)
[NM1007.20]

Note:
An exercise in giving form to death and decomposition, Nour
Mobarak’s Sphere Studies are made with saprophytic mycelia, a kind of
fungi that thrives on dead and toxic matter. She fed the works with
wood pellets and other materials to cultivate the growth of organic
networks. Mushrooms, their fruiting bodies, wreath the surfaces of
the Sphere Studies. Mobarak is drawn to this lifeform for its resilience
and pervasive qualities of creation and decreation: for instance, fungi
being the first organism to appear after the Chernobyl disaster, or its
role in the BP oil clean-up.

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL

SAM LEWITT

Warped Relief (Cobalt/Prussian), 2020
Acrylic and pigment on folded metal sheet
mounted on Dibond
47 1/4 x 63 inches (120 x 160cm)
[FP1314.20]

Note:
This new large-scale, folded metal sheet relief is an advancement of
Florian Pumhösl’s work with this material. He furthers his interest in
abstract structures, which now bring to mind containers rather than
graphic composition. The exquisite cobalt blue pigment mixed by the
artist can be seen as invoking a seascape crossed by field lines, such as
the geographic formations of a coast. This aesthetic vocabulary marks
a formal engagement with the nature of boundaries through the core
interaction of the line and the basin.

Flexible Control (Real Fine MDLage
Lineament), 2013
Etching on copper-clad plastic, steel
brackets
50 x 15 x 2 inches (127 x 38.1 x 5.1 cm)
[SL1103.13]

Note:
Sam Lewitt’s ongoing series of Lineaments are etched on Pyralux, a
copper clad laminate used to manufacture ultra thin flexible circuit
boards in electronic equipment. This material is used to connect and
control circuits in cameras that coordinate optical and user controlled
systems, as well as keyboard to display interfacing in cellphones and
computers, to guide optical sensors in scanners, print heads in
printers, etc. While the Lineaments are not about this material per se,
nor is there any intention to present these materials as in any way
inherently meaningful. Rather, the works physically submit to the
flexible control regime that is encoded into the world of materials to
which Pyralux belongs, in turn making flexible control their subject, a
subject filled with moments of lassitude and stress, corrosion and
diffusion.
Falling under the title Flexible Control, this particular work and the
subset of Lineaments to which it belongs, deals with the material’s
relation to mediating user controlled, hand/eye interfacing. The lines
of these ultra-flat flexible circuits through which electronic pulses
travel, coordinating touch sensitive components to screens is also a
kind of writing whose insensible intelligibility is effaced by the
stressed subjects of flexible graphics that it makes possible. Each of
these works then is made from an enlarged image of a circuit pulled
from a cellphone or a digital camera, which becomes graphically
degraded in the process of being etched back onto the material they are
made out of in their functional environments.

EILEEN QUINLAN

Gang Beast, 2018
Digital chromogenic print mounted on
Dibond
60 x 48 inches (152.4 x 121.9 cm)
Edition of 3 + 2 APs
[EQ1702.18]

Note:
The scanner works are made by sliding materials – mostly elements
from the photo studio, such as gels, mirrors, screens, plexiglass, fabric,
and other flotsam – across a flatbed during the scanning process. They
reflect an open-ended activity that resides in a zone of play and
pushing up against the hard limits of a rigid system. The desktop
scanner can only “see” a short distance before falling into blackness. It
has a rigid logic of recording, slowly, from top to bottom. It’s a struggle
to split the difference between too much movement (the dread cheese
of “glitch” art) and not enough (a mute, brutally forensic recording of
static scuffed objects). It is a largely accidental process where some
composition takes place as little hacks and effects are gradually
understood and mobilized with intent. These works – titled after the
games our son plays or other references to digital culture – stand for
the screen world I face with a mixture of wonder and horror. The
scanner has become another camera to me. Each piece is part of a
greater ponderous whole, ever in a process of forming and deforming.
— Eileen Quinlan

Little Inferno, 2015
Digital chromogenic print mounted on
Dibond
60 x 48 inches (152.4 x 121.9 cm)
Edition of 3 + 2 APs
[EQ1592.15]

RAHA RAISSNIA

ALEX CARVER

Hypogynous, 2021
Oil, gouache, acrylic medium and gesso on
canvas
40 x 60 inches (101.6 x 152.4 cm)
[RR1346.21]

Note:
In Raha Raissnia’s new series of multi-layered works with color, she
combines technological and organic images to achieve images imbued
with harmony and wonder. Hypogynous is developed from a multilayered and multimedia process that begins with the artist
superimposing scanned segments of her own drawings. These initial
compositions were then printed and transferred to the painting’s
gesso layer, resulting in an array of misregistrations. As such, the
digitally produced images are only residually present in the actual
painting, which is a kind of material expansion and reinvention of the
decayed digital elements. The work’s color is produced with a
traditional grisaille method in which oil colors are applied in
translucent glazes over a black and white underpainting. Similar to
how light lifts an image from celluloid in her film work, color here
mixes with light and is meticulously brought out from within the
painting, one layer at a time.

“I like to think / (it has to be!) / of a cybernetic
ecology / where we are free of our labors / and
joined back to nature, / returned to our mammal
/ brothers and sisters, / and all watched over / by
machines of loving grace.”, 2021
Oil on linen
54 3/8 x 75 inches (138.1 x 190.5 cm)
[AC2042.21]

Note:
“I like to think...” is a densely textured new painting overlaying different
forms of image production, which seem to oscillate, phasing and
emerging at the direction of the eye and generating the sensation of
one realm of information becoming visible only by way of another.
With this latest series, Carver develops the different layers with an
interest in how painting procedures might mimic surgical grafting,
which melds tissue from one part of the body with another. Mixing
photographic image transfer, machine stenciled screens, frottage and
brush work, a lush and elusive world of imagery develops, combining
scientific precision with the fantastical. Recurrent images of plant
material take on a special relevance here, as advanced biomedical
grafting techniques have begun using plant fibers as the skeletal
structure for transplanting and growing new tissue. From beneath the
dense layers, fragments of negative images seep up from the gesso
ground—in this case, patterned filigree and botanical designs, as
though of a fabric gathering and binding the painting’s diverse
materials.

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG

TISHAN HSU

Composite Filth 3, 2020
Ceramic and glitter
9 1/2 x 7 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches
(24.1 x 18.7 x 14 cm)
[RG1282.20]

study - REM + Panels, 1986
Graphite on paper
11 x 14 inches (27.9 x 35.6 cm)
[TH1182.86]

Note:
Goldberg’s sculptural work points to limits and boundaries while
simultaneously seeking their dissolution, whether it be that between
the ancient and the contemporary, the human and the animal, or the
mythological and the real. Her distinct series of masks are formed
from tangled coils of fired clay imprinted with synthetic snakeskin.
Goldberg explores the porous boundary between the viewer and the
object, uneasily balancing the benevolent gaze of the Virgin Mary with
the petrifying effect of the Medusa. With these hybridized objects, she
blends and calls to question received iconographies of the female
subject.

